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Abstract
Listener-based ratings have become a prominent means of defining second language (L2) users’
global speaking ability. In most cases, local listeners are recruited to evaluate speech samples in
person. However, in many teaching and research contexts, recruiting local listeners may not be
possible or advisable. The goal of this study was to hone a reliable method of recruiting listeners to
evaluate L2 speech samples online through Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) using a blocked
rating design. Three groups of listeners were recruited: local laboratory raters and twoAMTgroups,
one inclusive of the dialects to which L2 speakers had been exposed and another inclusive of a
variety of dialects. Reliability was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients, Rasch models,
and mixed-effects models. Results indicate that online ratings can be highly reliable as long as
appropriate quality control measures are adopted. The method and results can guide future work
with online samples.

Since Munro and Derwing’s (1995) seminal study demonstrating that intelligibility,
comprehensibility, and accentedness are distinct, yet interrelated, listener-based con-
structs, listener-based ratings of second language (L2) speech have become one of the
primary means of evaluating L2 speakers’ global pronunciation skills (Saito & Plonsky,
2019). Studies have examined the linguistic features that undergird comprehensibility and
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accentedness (e.g., Bergeron&Trofimovich, 2017; O’Brien, 2014; Saito et al., 2017), and
listener-based ratings have been used to understand different aspects of L2 speech
learning, including how L2 speakers’ pronunciation develops over time (Derwing &
Munro, 2013; Nagle, 2018; Saito et al., 2018) and how their impressions of one another
evolve throughout a communicative interaction (Trofimovich et al., 2020).

Most studies involving listener-based ratings have recruited local listeners to evaluate
L2 speech samples in a controlled, laboratory setting. On the one hand, this approach is
sensible for second language (SL) contexts because it allows researchers to sample
listeners from the population of individuals with whom L2 speakers are most likely to
interact. On the other hand, there are many scenarios where recruiting local listeners may
not be ecologically valid or even possible. Such is the case for the foreign language
(FL) context, where students typically interact with one another and their instructor in a
classroom setting. Practically speaking, depending on the location where the teaching and
research take place, there may not be (m)any local listeners to recruit. Even if local
listeners are available, they may not be familiar with the L2 varieties to which learners
have been exposed, and they may not represent the individuals with whom L2 learners
envision themselves interacting. Thus, there is an immediate need to devise approaches
that allow researchers to locate and recruit listeners beyond the boundaries of their local
community.

One promising approach is online listener recruitment through platforms such as
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). At least one study suggests that online ratings are
reliable (Nagle, 2019), but more work is needed to understand the demographic charac-
teristics of online listener samples, especially in L2s other than English, and how demo-
graphic characteristics and listener recruitment choices affect the reliability of the resulting
data. The present study contributes to this area by comparing fully crossed ratings collected
in person to ratings collected online in AMT using a pseudo-random-raters design.

BACKGROUND

LISTENER-BASED RATINGS AS A WINDOW INTO ORAL COMMUNICATIVE

COMPETENCE

Listener-based ratings of fluency, comprehensibility, and accentedness have become a
ubiquitous means of operationalizing L2 speakers’ oral communicative competence.
Fluency refers to listener’s perception of the rhythm and flow of speech, comprehensi-
bility refers to ease of understanding, or how much effort the listener has to invest to
understand the speaker, and accentedness refers to the extent to which speech deviates
from a target variety of the L2 (see, e.g., Derwing&Munro, 2013). These three constructs,
while interrelated, capture distinct facets of oral communicative competence. For one,
accented speech is often highly comprehensible (Munro & Derwing, 1995; Nagle &
Huensch, 2020), and numerous studies have shown that different bundles of linguistic
features predict comprehensibility and accentedness. For instance, Trofimovich and
Isaacs (2012) found that rhythm (vowel reduction ratio) was the strongest predictor of
accent, whereas type frequency was the strongest predictor of comprehensibility. In
another study, Saito et al. (2017) reported that lexicogrammatical and pronunciation
features accounted for roughly equal proportions of variance in comprehensibility (50%
vs. 40%), but for accentedness, pronunciation was the primary predictor, accounting for
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60% of variance compared with 28% for lexicogrammar. Based on these and similar
results, pronunciation scholars have long recognized comfortable intelligibility, or com-
prehensibility, rather than accent reduction as the basic goal of pronunciation instruction
(Levis, 2005).
Listener-based ratings of fluency have also played an important role in the pronunci-

ation and speech literature. Utterance-based fluency measures (e.g., articulation rate,
number of filled and unfilled pauses) are often correlated with both comprehensibility and
accentedness (e.g., Saito et al., 2017; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012), which suggests that
listeners take fluency-based measures into account when evaluating speakers along the
other two scales. Put another way, fluency-based variables appear to be an important
dimension of comprehensibility and accentedness. In fact, some studies have shown
significant overlap in the features that predict L2 speech ratings (O’Brien, 2014), which
highlights the interconnected and multidimensional nature of the three constructs.
Practically speaking, listener-based ratings of fluency, comprehensibility, and accent-

edness are easy to interpret and collect using simple rating scales, and the resulting data
have been shown to be highly reliable. It comes as no surprise then that these constructs
have had an important impact on L2 speech research and have been adapted and
implemented in a range of research and teaching contexts (see, e.g., Foote&McDonough,
2017; Isaacs et al., 2017). These same reasons make listener-based ratings appealing for
online research and a useful starting point for determining best practice in online data
collection.

APPROACHES TO LISTENER RECRUITMENT

Recruiting an appropriate group of listeners to serve as raters means identifying the
individuals with whom speakers are most likely to interact. In an SL context, the question
of potential interlocutors is relatively straightforward because SL speakers routinely
communicate with individuals in the local community. For instance, if SL speakers are
university students, then university students can be recruited to serve as listeners
(Kennedy, et al., 2015), and if they are working professionals, then listeners who work
in a similar professional context can be recruited (Derwing&Munro, 2009). Recruiting an
appropriate listener group is more complex in FL contexts for several reasons. For one,
there may not be a single or stable target variety of the FL because FL learners have been
exposed to a range of models through their instructors and may not have a clear sense of
the interlocutors with whom they would like to interact in the future. Even if they do have
an idea of potential future interlocutors, their imagined interlocutor group is likely to
change as their learning goals evolve. In light of these considerations, various approaches
to listener recruitment are possible. Recruitment could be guided by the L2 varieties to
which FL learners have been exposed or by the types of interlocutors with whom they
envision themselves interacting. Another alternative would be to recruit a diverse listener
group because FL learners may end up interacting with many different types of interloc-
utors as they become more proficient L2 users.
It bears mentioning here that listener recruitment choices have implications for con-

struct definitions. For example, Derwing and Munro defined accentedness as “how
different the speakers’ accents are from a standard Canadian English accent” (2013,
p. 185). However, for FL research, a standard local variety may not be a sensible anchor
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point because learners’ speech patterns are likely an amalgamation of the diverse dialects
to which they have been exposed and thus may not be aligned with any single native
variety of the L2. In fact, eliciting accentedness ratings relative to a local standard may
underestimate participants’ pronunciation ability if, for example, a listener perceives a
relatively nativelike accent as moderately to strongly accented because it does not
coincide with the local norms with which that individual is familiar. Instead of accent-
edness relative to a local standard, the notion of foreign accent, or the degree to which the
speaker’s accent deviates from any native variety of the L2, may be suitable for FL
studies. However, foreign accent ratings are not without their pitfalls.When provided by a
diverse group of listeners, such ratings may be noisy because it is unlikely that all listeners
would be equally familiar with the speech characteristics of other L2 dialects. There is also
the issue of precisely how to define foreign accent so that listeners understand foreign to
mean nonnative rather than a native speaker who is not from the local area.

Once these methodological and operational issues are resolved, there is the practical
task of actually locating and recruiting listeners. In SL contexts, this means turning to the
local community. In FL contexts, listener recruitment can be difficult. In many locations,
there may not be any native listeners to recruit, and even if native listeners are available,
they may not match the target listener profile. FL researchers could travel to a location
where the L2 is spoken or rely on their colleagues abroad, but those options are not time-
and cost-effective. Recruiting listeners online is a practical alternative.

APPROACHES TO THE RATING DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Although scalar ratings are relatively easy to implement, their apparent simplicity belies
several complex decisions that must be made. How many points should the rating scales
include? Should ratings be carried out simultaneously or sequentially? And should the
rating design be fully crossed, such that all listeners evaluate all items, or can a random-
raters design be used? Fortunately, researchers have begun to address these questions.
With respect to scale length, Munro (2017) found that 18 of 21 listeners used at least nine
choices in rating comprehensibility, suggesting that a 9-point scale would be the mini-
mum number of steps needed for sufficient resolution (see also Southwood & Flege,
1999). However, in another study, Isaacs and Thomson (2013) found that a 9-point scale
resulted in fuzzier distinctions between steps than a 5-point scale, which they argued
could have been due to the relative homogeneity of the speaker sample (i.e., the speakers
did not show a wide enough proficiency range to warrant nine distinct options). Other
researchers have used 1,000-point slides and obtained results that fall in line with studies
using shorter interval scales. In sum, then, appropriate scale length depends on other study
features (e.g., the anticipated proficiency spread of the speakers), although for most
research a scale of at least 9 points seems advisable. Regarding the rating procedure, in
a study on sequential versus simultaneous ratings, O’Brien (2016) found that the two
approaches yielded comparable results.

The third question on the ratings design has not been addressed in the literature. In a
fully crossed design all listeners evaluate all items, whereas in a random-raters design a
random subset of listeners evaluates each item, such that all items are evaluated many
times, but the listener groups that rate each item are different. Fully crossed designs, which
are common in L2 research, are advantageous because they allow for rater-by-item effects
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to be taken into account during data analysis. However, there are many instances in which
fully crossed designs may not be feasible, such as studies that generate a large number of
files to be evaluated. In that case, raters could adopt a blocked design by randomizing files
into blocks to be evaluated by different listener groups. Typically, each group rates a
subset of common files shared across blocks, allowing for robust estimation of reliability,
as well as a set of unique files available only to that group (see, e.g., Trofimovich et al.,
2009; Wisniewska & Mora, 2020). In a completely random-raters design, each item
would be evaluated by a random group of k raters, such that no two items share the same
rater group. Thus, there are a range of options that researchers can leverage depending on
their needs.

EXPANDING THE TOOLKIT: ONLINE APPROACHES

Online platforms such as AMT offer researchers several practical and methodological
advantages. For one, they can connect researchers with a large pool of potential raters to
whom they might not otherwise have access, which may be especially important for FL
researchers. They are also readily scalable to the size of the study, insofar as researchers
can collect a large number of ratings relatively quickly. At the same time, in an online
design, researchers cannot directly oversee data collection and thus have limited insight
into how listeners carry out the ratings. Therefore, appropriate quality control measures
must be put into place.
One common quality control measure is an instructional manipulation or attention

check. This measure involves inserting directions on how to respond to the item into the
item itself. Raters who follow the directions are classified as attentive, whereas raters who
do not are classified as inattentive. The data from the latter group are then removed before
analysis. Studies have shown that laboratory and online participants perform similarly on
simple attention checks (Goodman et al., 2013; Paolacci et al., 2010). However, such
post-hoc screening strategies can result in substantial data loss because data provided by
inattentive workers must be excluded from analysis. Post-hoc strategies have also been
criticized because they may fundamentally alter the demographic characteristics of the
listener sample, which can have an impact on findings (Paolacci & Chandler, 2014). For
these reasons, researchers have advocated for pre-screening measures, such as making
tasks available to online workers who have been vetted. For instance, AMT allows
requesters to limit tasks to high-reputation workers whose overall approval rate for work
completed exceeds a certain threshold (e.g., 90%). Data provided by high-reputation
workers have shown to be highly reliable, eliminating the need for attention checks (Peer
et al., 2014). The challenge with recruiting only high-reputation workers is that such
workers may not be available in all L2s because a large portion of the AMT userbase
consists of English-speaking individuals (Ross et al., 2010). Thus, other pre-screening
methods may need to be developed for studies that aim to recruit non–English-speaking
workers.
Researchers who work in AMT and other online platforms must also consider the

ethical dimension of their approach. Historically, AMT workers have been characterized
as hobbyists, individuals who participate in AMT for fun rather than income. In fact, this
view has been debunked. The reality is that manyAMTworkers do rely on the wages they
receive (Martin et al., 2014). Moreover, as Fort et al. (2011) pointed out in their critical
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assessment, AMT workers lack standard workplace protections. For example, when
creating a task, requesters can create a review period during which time they can review
work submitted and decide to approve it or reject it without pay, but workers have little
recourse to address concerns that they have about requesters. Researchers can mitigate
some of these concerns by paying workers a fair wage commensurate with the complexity
of the task (e.g., at least the federallymandatedminimumwage,which in theUnited States
is $7.25 per hour at the time of writing) and paying them promptly for all work completed,
even if the work does not appear to be completed correctly. The latter is particularly
important because incorrectly completed assignments could be due to several issues
beyond the worker’s control, such as the instructions that the researcher provided or the
interface itself. This is why it is also useful to include an open-ended response box where
workers can provide feedback and recommendations to guide future improvements.

ONLINE SPEECH RESEARCH

A growing body of work has explored the utility of AMT for linguistic research (e.g.,
Callison-Burch & Dredze, 2010). L2 speech researchers have used AMT to identify and
grade mispronunciations, with the goal of using the crowdsourced data to improve
computer-assisted pronunciation training systems (Peabody, 2011; Wang et al., 2013).
Researchers have also crowdsourced intelligibility data using transcription tasks as well
as accuracy and comprehensibility data using a scalar ratings interface (Loukina et al.,
2015; Nagle & Huensch, 2020). Although researchers are increasingly turning to AMT
and other online platforms, to date, only one study has reported on the steps needed to
design the AMT interface, collect and process the data, and examine its reliability.

In Nagle (2019), 50 speech samples (39 L2 samples, 4 near-native anchor samples, and
7 attention checks) were paired with a simple AMT rating interface where workers were
allowed to listen to the sample up to three times before evaluating it for comprehensibility,
fluency, and accentedness using separate 9-point scales. A completely random-raters
design was adopted, where each file was evaluated by a unique group of 20 workers, and
the task was made available only to AMT workers whose Internet protocol (IP) address
was located in a country where Spanish was an official language. Of 54 AMT workers,
only 4 were classified as inattentive, but an additional 15 had to be excluded because they
did not complete theminimum number of attention checks required to evaluate the quality
of their work (12 workers) or because they did not rate the minimum number of near-
native anchor clips required to determine that they had understood the instructions and
rating scales (3 workers).

Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were used to estimate reliability, and Rasch
models were fit to the data for each construct for the 35 workers who were retained after
implementing the quality control measures. Results indicated excellent reliability for all
three constructs (in all cases, ICC > .87), but Rasch modeling revealed some issues with
scale use and structure. Namely, the 9-point scales did not yield sufficiently distinct steps,
especially for accentedness. Based on these results, Nagle (2019) made several recom-
mendations to improve data retention and validation in AMT, including creating a
screening task to award workers a special qualification necessary to advance to the rating
experiment and blocking files to avoid excluding workers who evaluated a small number
of samples (e.g., <3).
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THE CURRENT STUDY

Building upon Nagle (2019), the present study was borne out of the practical need to
continue to refine a robust approach to conduct L2 speech research online. Developing a
method for online data collection offers researchers a complementary tool that they may
choose to use under certain circumstances (e.g., if they cannot recruit an appropriate group
of raters locally, if they have collected a large number of samples to be evaluated). We
implemented Nagle’s (2019) suggestions by (1) creating a screening task where workers
completed a comprehensive background survey and rated a small number of samples to
familiarize themselves with the instructions and interface and (2) blocking files to ensure
that all workers evaluated a similar number offiles (i.e., leading to a pseudo-random-raters
design).We also made improvements to the AMT interface, directly incorporating certain
quality control measures (e.g., timers to ensure that raters moved through the task at a
reasonable pace). We collected data from two AMT listener groups, a learner-guided
dialect group composed of AMT workers representing the dialects to which learners had
been exposed (i.e., the dialects that their instructors spoke) and an any-dialect group
composed of AMT workers recruited from all Spanish-speaking countries. We also
collected data from a group of local laboratory listeners for comparison. These listeners
were necessarily drawn frommany different Spanish dialects because it would have been
difficult to recruit a homogenous and ecologically valid rater group at the location where
the research took place. This study was, therefore, guided by the following research
questions:

1. What are the demographic characteristics of AMT workers based in Spanish-speaking coun-
tries?

2. How reliable are the comprehensibility, fluency, and foreign accent ratings provided by each
group (lab, AMT learner-guided dialects, and AMT any dialect of Spanish)?

3. What is the minimum number of raters needed to be recruited online to establish a reliable
aggregate rating?

To answer the first research question, we descriptively analyzed the background charac-
teristics of participating AMT workers. To answer the second research question, we
conducted three separate analyses. First, we computed standard reliability coefficients for
each listener group. Then, we fit separate Rasch models to each group to examine
differences in rater severity and fit. The Rasch models provided an additional perspective
on scale fit and reliability for each construct. Finally, we fit a linear mixed-effects model
and carried out post-hoc comparisons to determine if there were significant between-
group differences in the way listeners scored the speakers on each construct. To answer
the third research question, we resampled our data at progressively smaller listener sample
sizes (e.g., n = 20, 19, 18), recalculating reliability at each step.

METHOD

SPEECH SAMPLES

Twenty-three speakers who were recruited from multiple sections of two intermediate-
level Spanish language courses provided the speech samples used in this study. After
watching a silent animated short film about a girl who had to defeat a monster that sprang
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out of her journal, speakers received a set of eight screenshots captured from the short and
used them to retell the story.1 Speakers were given five keywords to help them retell the
story and had up to a minute to look over the screenshots before they were recorded.
During the planning time, they were not allowed to take notes. Speakers were recorded
using a high-quality, head-mounted microphone connected to a desktop computer in a
sound-attenuated room. Following standard procedures, we prepared the audio files for
listener evaluation by creating a 30-s sample from the beginning of each participant’s full
recording, excluding initial pauses and hesitations. We then normalized all samples to a
comfortable listening volume.We used one of the 23 samples as a practice file and divided
the remaining 22 samples into two blocks of 11 L2 audio files to be used in the AMT
experiment. Three native speakers of Argentinian Spanish provided the control samples.
We included samples from two of the speakers in the experimental blocks, reserving the
sample from the third native speaker as a practice file.

LISTENERS

Three listener groups participated in this study: lab listeners (Lab); AMT listeners who
were recruited from Spain, Argentina, and Mexico, the Spanish dialect regions to which
learners had been exposed (AMT L-Guided); and AMT listeners representing a range of
dialects (AMT Any Dialect).2 We provide a detailed description of how we recruited and
screened online listeners in the procedures section. Here, we focus on the characteristics of
the listeners who participated in the experimental portion of the study after passing the
screening task.

The Lab listeners were 14 native Spanish speakers who were pursuing an advanced
degree at the university where the research took place. They reported the following
countries of origin: Colombia (4), United States (3), Peru (2), Spain (2), Ecuador (1),
Costa Rica (1), and Mexico (1). Although we recruited and approved AMT L-Guided
listeners from Spain, Argentina, and Mexico, of the 25 listeners who completed the
experimental rating task, 22 were from Spain, 2 were from Mexico, and 1 was born in
Venezuela but was residing in Spain at the time. The fact that most listeners in this group
were from Spain, and none were from Argentina, highlights one of the challenges of
recruiting balanced listener groups (at least with respect to dialect) online, a point we
return to in the discussion. Finally, the 23 AMT Any Dialect listeners who completed the
experimental rating were from the following regions: Spain (11), Colombia (5), Chile (2),
Mexico (2), Argentina (1), Ecuador (1), and Venezuela (1).

The demographic characteristics of the listener groups are summarized in Table 1. All
three groups reported exposure to English between the ages of 5–7 and rated their English
speaking and listening skills in the upper range (M > 6.00) on the 9-point proficiency scale
(extremely low proficiency–extremely high proficiency). As expected, the Lab listeners,
who were living in the United States and pursuing a graduate degree at a US university,
evaluated their English skills slightlymore positively than theAMT listeners did. The Lab
listeners reported interacting in English far more frequently than in Spanish, whereas the
opposite was true for the AMT listeners. In fact, patterns of language use (percent daily
use of English and Spanish) for the Lab andAMT listeners were nearmirror images of one
another. The Lab listeners also reported less familiarity with L2 Spanish speech, which is
likely due to the fact that they spent most of their time interacting in English andwould not
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have had much opportunity to interact with non-native Spanish speakers in Spanish in an
English-dominant environment.
Regarding context of interaction, there was a trend toward the personal domain for the

Lab listeners, whereas the AMT listeners showed a relatively even spread across the
categories, albeit with slightly fewer workers reporting interacting with non-native
speakers in both personal and professional contexts. In all three groups, there were very
few individualswho reported no interactions with non-native speakers. Last, a third to half
of the listeners in the three groups reported linguistic experience, but teaching experience
was more common for the Lab listeners than for the AMT workers.

RATING TASK

All materials associated with the AMT rating interface, including the html code to
generate the tasks (Spanish and English versions), a document outlining the task prop-
erties that were implemented when the tasks were deployed in AMT, and a guide for
modifying the interface are available in the Online Supplementary Materials. Study
materials can also be accessed at https://www.iris-database.org and https://osf.io/wazmc.
Working with a computer programmer, we designed an AMT rating interface consist-

ing of the following elements: (1) an informed consent document; (2) a comprehensive
background survey; (3) an overview of the speaking task, including an embedded copy of
the animated short and the screenshots speakers received, a summary of the constructs to
be evaluated with instructions and information on the rating interface; (4) two practice
files to be evaluated, one from an L2 speaker and one from a native speaker, neither of

TABLE 1. Listeners demographics

AMT L-Guided (n = 25) AMT Any Dialect (n = 23) Lab (n = 14)

M SD M SD M SD

Biological age 33.92 9.86 32.74 8.81 28.71 6.74
Age onset: English 5.68 3.34 7.22 3.48 5.14 5.30
English listening 6.68 1.44 6.78 1.78 7.71 1.20
English speaking 7.36 1.25 7.26 1.66 7.57 1.40
% Daily Spanish 78.12 20.32 79.35 17.01 22.00 11.12
% Daily English 17.24 16.87 15.87 14.82 77.86 11.22
% Daily other 5.04 16.57 4.78 11.92 0.14 0.53
Familiarity L2 speech 6.44 2.10 6.70 2.01 5.36 2.17
Frequency L2 interaction
Never 3 2 2
1/Month 13 13 9
1/Day 4 2 3
>1/Day 5 6 0

Context L2 interaction
NA 3 2 2
Personal 9 9 7
Professional 7 8 3
Both 6 4 2

Linguistics Yes: 8 No: 17 Yes: 10 No: 12 Yes: 7 No: 7
Language teaching Yes: 4 No: 21 Yes: 2 No: 21 Yes: 8 No: 6
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whom provided files for the experimental rating task; (5) the experimental files; and (6) a
posttask survey. We adapted Derwing and Munro’s (2013) construct definitions. We
adhered to their definitions for fluency and comprehensibility, but we modified the
accentedness scale to target foreign accent, which we defined as any pronunciation
feature that would not occur in native Spanish speech. We also instructed listeners that
assigning the audio file the best possible score on the foreign accent scale would signify
that the speaker could be a native speaker of Spanish. In this way, we aimed to sensitize
listeners to the distinction between pronunciation features that would indicate a nonnative
speaker versus pronunciation features that could correspond to a native variety of Spanish.
We gave listeners the following definitions (backtranslated from Spanish; for the Spanish
version, see the HTML task preview):

• Fluency: Fluency refers to the rhythm of the language, that is, if the speaker expresses
themselves with ease, or if they have difficulty expressing themselves and pause often.

• Comprehensibility: Comprehensibility refers to how easy or difficult it is to understand what
the speaker is saying. You may be able to understand everything the speaker says, but doing so
required a lot of attention and effort on your part. What we are interested in is how much effort
you have to expend to understand the speaker.

• ForeignAccent:We all have an accent, but for our purposes, we are interested in foreign accent,
that is, any pronunciation feature that does not occur in the speech of a native Spanish speaker.
Keep in mind that foreign accent is different from comprehensibility: it could be that the
speaker is easy to understand even if they speak with a strong foreign accent.

Each audio file was presented individually on a rating screen with a play button and
7-point fluency, comprehensibility, and foreign accent scales arranged horizontally. We
selected 7-point rating scales to strike a balance between a lower-resolution 5-point
scale, which may not have given listeners enough options, and a higher-resolution
9-point scale whose steps may have overlapped for the intermediate speakers who
provided our speech samples (Isaacs & Thomson, 2013). Anchors were provided only
at the extremes, where higher scores were always better on the 7-point scales: for
fluency, not very fluent–very fluent; for comprehensibility, very difficult to understand–
very easy to understand; and for foreign accent, very strong foreign accent–no foreign
accent (could be a native speaker of Spanish). The instructions that appeared on the
rating screen made it clear that the scales would only become active after the audio had
finished playing.

After the file played through, workers had up to 45 s to make their ratings before the
page became inactive. These two timers were quality control measures that served a
similar function to Nagle’s (2019) attention control checks, insofar as they ensured that
workers listened to the entire audio file before rating it and moved through the task at a
reasonable pace. All experimental audio files were presented in a unique random order
to each worker. After completing the ratings, workers received the posttask survey
where they rated their understanding of the comprehensibility and foreign accent
constructs and the difficulty the task posed using 100-point sliders and optionally
provided open-ended feedback on any aspect of the interface or procedure. It was not
possible for the in-person raters to complete the AMT version of the rating task. We,
therefore, developed a Qualtrics survey whose format mirrored that of the AMT
interface.
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PROCEDURE

We recruited local listeners from the same large, public university where we recruited the
speakers. We sent an email to 3,519 graduate students with information about the study
and posted study information to relevant university message boards. We also relied on
word of mouth and our professional networks. We were ultimately able to recruit 14 local
listeners who were native speakers of Spanish. The second author met with the Lab
listeners individually in a quiet space for data collection.
As shown in Figure 1, we split the AMT interface into two tasks. The first task was a

screening measure consisting of the informed consent document, background survey,
instructions and information on the rating interface, and two practice files (one from an L2
speaker and the other from a native speaker). To recruit AMT L-Guided listeners, we
deployed the task to 100 workers located in Argentina, Mexico, and Spain using AMT
geographic filters. The task was active for 7 days before the 100-worker completion
threshold was met. We used the screening data to validate workers, assigning them a
study-specific qualification that allowed them to view and complete the experimental
ratings task. Workers had to meet three criteria to receive the study-specific qualification:
(1) Spanish had to be their native language (or one of their native languages), (2) they had
to be born in a Spanish-speaking country, and (3) they had to rate the native speaker
practice file better than the learner file on all three scales, which we took as an indicator
that they had understood the instructions and used the scales properly (i.e., they did not
reverse the directionality of the scales). Applying these criteria, we eliminated five
workers whose L1 was not Spanish, six L1 Spanish workers who were not born in a
Spanish-speaking country, and 11 L1 Spanish workers who assigned the learner practice
file a higher score than the native speaker practice file. Regarding the latter, all 11 cases
were related to the foreign accent scale, where workers reversed the scale, interpreting
lower values as indicative of a better score (i.e., less foreign accent) than higher values,
despite instructions to the contrary. Thus, 78 AMT L-Guided workers were approved to
advance to the experimental task.
The experimental task consisted of an informed consent document, the same instruc-

tions and information that workers had received on the screening task, the experimental
files to be rated, and a post-task survey. Because we blocked the 24 samples into two

FIGURE 1. Overview of the structure and timing of the online ratings in Amazon Mechanical Turk.
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groups of 12 files (11 L2 files and one native file), we deployed two versions of the
experimental task, one per block, simultaneously, requesting 20 workers per block. Some
workers completed both versions, rating all 24 samples. Of the 78 screened and approved
AMT L-Guided workers, 25 completed the experimental ratings task.

Following the same procedure, we created the AMT Any Dialect group by recruiting
and validatingAMTworkers located in any Spanish-speaking country.We staggered data
collection for the AMT L-Guided and AMT Any Dialect groups to prevent workers from
participating in the experiment twice. Thus, after we had recruited workers for the AMT
L-Guided group, we awarded all participating AMT L-Guided workers a special quali-
fication to prevent them from retaking the screening task.We then deployed the screening
task a second time to 100 workers located in any Spanish-speaking country. The second
screening task was active for 17 days before 100 new workers were recruited. Of those
100 individuals, 6 were excluded because their L1 was not Spanish, 8 because they were
not born in a Spanish-speaking country, and 24 because they did not score the native
speaker practice file higher than the learner file on all three rated dimensions. Thus,
62 AMT Any Dialect workers were approved to advance to the experimental task. Of
those 62 workers, 23 completed the experimental task.

Because the experimental rating task involved a small number of speech samples, both
Lab andAMT listeners evaluated all files in a single sittingwithout a break. The experiment
was self-paced, insofar as listeners could move from one file to the next at a pace that felt
comfortable, but the experimental rating sessionwas time-controlled. AMTworkers had up
to 30 min to complete the experimental rating task before the task became inactive (AMT
allows researchers to specify a time within which the task must be completed), and Lab
listeners were kept on pace by a research assistant who supervised the experimental session.
Lab listeners wore noise-canceling headphones while completing the task, and AMT
workers were instructed to wear headphones while carrying out the ratings.3 AMTworkers
were compensated at a rate of $7.25 per hour following theUS federalminimumwage at the
time of recruitment, and Lab listeners received a $10 honorarium.

RESULTS

WORKER DEMOGRAPHICS: SCREENED AND APPROVED AMT WORKERS

Because most AMT research has recruited native English speakers, we were interested in
examining the demographic characteristics of AMTworkers who passed the screening task
(i.e., AMTworkers whose L1 was Spanish, who were born in a Spanish-speaking country,
and who correctly used the rating scales). As shown in Table 1, the twoAMT groups began
learning English relatively early in life (in both cases,Mageonset < 7 years). Means for self-
estimated listening and speaking proficiency in English exceeded 6.00 for both groups on
the 9-point scale (anchors: extremely low proficiency–extremely high proficiency). As
expected, the AMT workers, all of whom were located in a Spanish-speaking country,
reported using mostly Spanish in their daily interactions, followed by English, and some
additional languages (e.g., Catalan, Galician, and Basque, the three regional languages
spoken in Spain; Portuguese; German; and other L2s that they had learned).

Both groups reported approximately the same degree of familiarity with L2 Spanish
speech (M = 6.63 and 6.74 for the L-Guided and Any Dialect groups, respectively). The
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most common frequency of interaction with non-native speakers was once per month, but
a sizable portion of workers in each group reported daily interaction. For the L-Guided
group, this amounted to nearly half of workers compared with approximately a third of the
Any Dialect workers. Context of interaction was largely balanced across the three
categories. Most AMT workers had some background in linguistics (i.e., they had taken
a course that dealt with linguistic topics), but few reported language teaching experience.
Overall, then, the characteristics of the online AMT workers who passed the screening
task were in line with the characteristics of the subset of workers who completed the
experimental task (cf. Table 1).

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: L2 SPEECH RATINGS

As a first step toward validating the data, we computed descriptive statistics for each
group. As reported in Table 3, the two native speaker files receivedmuch higher ratings on
average than the learner files, and, as shown in Figure 2, the modal response for the native
speaker files was 7, the highest possible score, for all groups on all constructs. Figure 2
also shows that the overall distribution of scores for each construct was similar across the
three listener groups: Comprehensibility scores were relatively distributed throughout the
7-point continuum, and fluency and foreign accent scores were slightly and strongly
skewed toward the less fluent/stronger foreign accent end of the continuum.

TABLE 2. Listener demographics: screened and approved AMT workers

AMT L-Guided (n = 78) AMT Any Dialect (n = 62)

M SD M SD

Biological age 32.59 8.62 32.77 8.52
Age onset: English 6.41 4.13 6.84 3.81
English listening 7.31 1.39 7.18 1.70
English speaking 6.72 1.63 6.63 1.79
% Daily Spanish 80.82 17.70 76.06 19.33
% Daily English 15.05 13.80 17.40 16.45
% Daily other 4.90 12.57 8.79 18.27
Familiarity L2 speech 6.63 1.80 6.74 1.93
Frequency L2 interaction
Never 81 7
1/Month 36 34
1/Day 25 9
>1/Day 9 12

Context L2 interaction
NA 61 7
Personal 22 20
Professional 27 15
Both 23 20

Linguistics Yes: 37 No: 41 Yes: 29 No: 33
Language teaching Yes: 9 No: 69 Yes: 9 No: 53

Note. 1 Two workers who indicated that they never interacted with L2 speakers on the frequency of interaction
item nevertheless reported both personal and professional interactions with non-native speakers on the context
of interaction item.
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RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS

To examine reliability, we computed two coefficients: the two-way, consistency, single-
measure intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC(C, 1)), and the two-way, consistency,
average-measure intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC(C, k)). The single-measure ICC is

FIGURE 2. Score distribution by rater group and construct.

TABLE 3. Means and (SDs) by rater group and construct

Comprehensibility Fluency Foreign accent

L2 NS L2 NS L2 NS

AMT L-Guided 3.40 (1.28) 6.62 (0.91) 3.10 (1.25) 6.41 (1.00) 2.42 (1.18) 6.44 (0.89)
AMT Any Dialect 3.40 (1.41) 6.58 (0.84) 2.93 (1.20) 6.70 (0.52) 2.19 (1.07) 6.48 (0.78)
Lab 3.63 (1.62) 6.96 (0.19) 3.28 (1.42) 6.82 (0.48) 2.41 (1.28) 6.79 (0.50)
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an estimate of the reliability of ratings provided by a single individual, and the average-
measure ICC is an estimate of the reliability of ratings provided by a group of k
individuals. Cicchetti (1994) proposed the following cutoffs for the ICC: <.40 = poor,
.40–.59 = fair, .60–.75 = good, and >.75 = excellent. As shown in Table 4, average-
measure coefficients were all in the excellent range, whereas most of the single-measure
coefficients were in the poor range. With respect to the online groups, the reliability
coefficients for the AMTL-Guided groupwere slightly higher than the coefficients for the
AMT Any Dialect group.

RASCH MODELS

We fit three separate Rasch models to examine rater severity, fit indices, and scale use for
each of the three listener groups. Each model included three facets: examinees
(i.e., speakers), raters (i.e., listeners), and scale categories (i.e., comprehensibility, flu-
ency, and foreign accent). A fixed chi-squared test of the null hypothesis that the Lab
listeners were of the same severity level was significant (χ²(13) = 501.5; p < .001). In other
words, the Lab listeners showed statistically different levels of severity. The logit
measures associated with the rater facet provides information on individual listeners
and their respective severity levels. The overall range was 3.21 logits, from –0.76 for the
most lenient Lab listener to 2.45 for the most severe Lab listener. The separation index,
which shows the number of severity levels, was 6.07 with a reliability estimate of .97,
suggesting that there were approximately six statistically distinct levels of severity. As for
rater fit statistics, a range of 0.50–1.50 for infit values can be interpreted as good internal
consistency (Eckes, 2015), and all but one listener (infit = 2.08) was in that range. With
respect to the rating categories, foreign accent was the most severely rated (logit value of
0.78), which is in line with previous research (e.g., Munro & Derwing, 1995; Nagle &
Huensch, 2020), while comprehensibility and fluency yielded more lenient ratings (logit
values of –0.57 and –0.21, respectively). According to Eckes (2015), rating scale
effectiveness may also be examined through fit statistics such as the mean-square outfit
statistic, which should not exceed 2. For each of the three rating categories, the rating scale
had an excellent model fit; values of the outfit mean-square statistic were 1.33, 0.95, and
0.77 for foreign accent, comprehensibility, and fluency, respectively.
A fixed chi-squared test of the null hypothesis that AMT Any Dialect listeners were of

the same severity level was significant (χ²(22) = 533.6; p < .001). This means that, like the
Lab listeners, theAMTAnyDialect listeners showed different levels of severity. The logit

TABLE 4. Reliability coefficients by rater group and construct

Comprehensibility Fluency Foreign Accent

(C, 1) (C, k) (C, 1) (C, k) (C, 1) (C, k)

AMT L-Guided .35 .92 .38 .92 .18 .81
AMT Any Dialect .31 .90 .35 .92 .14 .76
Lab .56 .95 .48 .93 .35 .88

Note. (C, 1): Two-way, consistency, single-measure intraclass correlation coefficient. (C, k): Two-way,
consistency, average-measure intraclass correlation coefficient.
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measure range (4.60) was larger than the range for the Lab listeners, with a value of 0.34
for the most lenient AMT Any Dialect listener and a value of 4.26 for the most severe
listener. Such a high upper logit indicates that this group of AMT listeners may have been
more severe than the Lab listeners. Despite the larger logit range, the separation index of
5.48, with a reliability estimate of .97, indicates that there were five to six statistically
distinct levels of severity. With respect to rater fit statistics, the mean rater infit value of
1.07 points to good internal consistency, but four AMT Any Dialect listeners were just
outside the suggested range, with infit values of 0.45, 0.46, 1.67, and 1.70. Aswas the case
for the Lab listeners, this group of AMT listeners was the most severe when rating foreign
accent (logit value of 0.82), followed by fluency (–0.16) and comprehensibility (–0.67).
Outfit mean-square statistics of 1.13, 1.07, and 0.90 were obtained for the foreign accent,
comprehensibility, and fluency scales, respectively, indicating excellent scale fit.

The AMT L-Guided listeners also showed statistically different levels of severity
(χ²(23) = 391; p < .001). Their logit measure range was 2.18, from –0.15 for the most
lenient to 2.03 for the harshest rater in this group. The separation index of 3.75 with a
reliability of 0.93 suggests that there were approximately four different levels of severity.
Additionally, four AMT L-Guided listeners exhibited overfit, with infit values slightly
under 0.50 (0.26, 0.34, 0.42, and 0.41). Category severity showed a similar pattern to the
other two listener groups: foreign accent (logit value of 0.62), fluency (logit value of –
0.17), and comprehensibility (logit value of –0.46). Outfit values for rating categories also
pointed to an excellent model fit, with values of 1.30, 0.98, and 0.80 for foreign accent,
comprehensibility, and fluency, respectively.

To sum up, although distinct levels of severity were observed within each listener
group, the Rasch models suggested good overall performance for raters and scales.
Whereas approximately six distinct levels of severity were observed for the Lab and
AMT Any Dialect listeners, the AMT L-Guided group showed only four severity levels,
suggesting greater uniformity in their ratings.

MIXED-EFFECTS MODELING

To determine if the three listener groups rated the L2 speakers differently on each
construct, we fit a linear mixed-effects model in R version 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020)
using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). The model included Group, Rating Type, and
a Group � Rating Type interaction as fixed effects, and by-speaker and by-listener
random intercepts. We also included familiarity with L2 Spanish speech as a covariate.
We used the emmeans package (Lenth, 2020) for post-hoc comparisons to locate
statistically significant between-group differences. This package uses the Tukey method
to account for multiple comparisons. As shown in Table 5, none of the between-group
comparisons reached significance, suggesting that the three listener groups rated the
speakers similarly on all three dimensions.

SIMULATING RELIABILITY AT DIFFERENT ONLINE RATER SAMPLE SIZES

We were also interested in how the reliability of data collected through AMT would
change depending on the number of raters recruited. We reasoned that this information
could help researchers make their studies more efficient by recruiting the number of
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listeners needed for reliability (while also considering issues of statistical power, depend-
ing on how the ratings are used). We generated 100 samples of k raters (e.g., n = 20,
19, 18… 5) by randomly sampling raters within each group. For instance, at n = 20, we
randomly sampled 20 raters from the AMT any-dialect group and 20 raters from the AMT
learner-guided group, repeating this process 100 times to create 100 distinct rater groups.
We estimated ICC(C, k) to examine the mean and range of ICCs observed at each rater
sample size for each construct and AMT group. As shown in Figure 3, this simulation
suggests that comprehensibility and fluency could be estimated with excellent reliability
at sample sizes of seven to eight listeners and with good reliability with samples as small
as five listeners given the other design features of this study (i.e., a blocked design in
which each listener evaluates at least 11 items). On the other hand, a larger listener sample
size would be required to obtain good reliability for the foreign accent ratings.

FIGURE 3. Reliability of the AMT ratings at different listener sample sizes.
Note. Each sample size simulation consists of 100 runs. These ICC estimates hold for the blocked
design of the current study, inwhich listeners evaluated at least 11 L2 files and up to 22 files if they
participated in both experimental blocks. According to Cicchetti (1994), ICC > .60 = good and
ICC > .75 = excellent. Solid black lines have been added to the figure at these values.

TABLE 5. Summary of least square means: group � rating type

Comprehensibility Fluency Foreign accent

Estimate (SE) p Estimate (SE) p Estimate (SE) p

Lab vs. L-Guided 0.19 (0.23) .68 0.13 (0.23) .82 0.04 (0.23) .98
Lab vs. Any Dialect 0.17 (0.23) .75 0.29 (0.23) .43 0.16 (0.23) .77
L-Guided vs. Any 0.02 (0.19) .99 0.15 (0.19) .72 0.20 (0.19) .56
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DISCUSSION

In this study, we set out to develop a more valid and robust approach to collecting L2
speech ratings online in AMT.We improved upon Nagle’s (2019) method by including a
screening task that we used to validate AMT workers. We also built timers into the
interface that ensured that workers (1) listened to each audio file in its entirety before
making their ratings and (2) moved through the task at a reasonable pace without
backtracking. We scrutinized the reliability of the resulting data by (1) computing two-
way consistency intraclass correlation coefficients, (2) fitting Rasch models to examine
differences in rater severity and fit, and (3) fitting a mixed-effects model to examine
between-group differences in scoring. We also simulated the reliability of the ratings data
at different listener sample sizes to provide preliminary insight into the number of online
listeners required to produce good to excellent scale reliability. In all of these analyses, we
compared two AMT listener sampling strategies: sampling listeners from the dialects to
which FL Spanish learners had been exposed through their instructors and sampling
listeners from a broad range of dialects without considering the input FL learners had
received. We compared these two groups to a group of US-based laboratory raters who
were recruited locally at the university where the research took place.

Overall, the results showed that the data collected from all three groups, when
aggregated, was highly reliable. Reliability estimates were in the excellent range for
comprehensibility and fluency and in the acceptable to good range for foreign accent.
Thus, the results of this study corroborate Nagle’s (2019) findings and provide further
evidence that comprehensibility and fluency ratings can be collected reliably online. The
fact that reliability was lower for the foreign accent scale is not entirely surprising. Many
studies that use L2 speech ratings as a global pronunciation outcome measure focus on
degree of accentedness in reference to a local variety of the L2. In that case, ratings may
exhibit higher reliability because listeners have the same internal anchor point. In contrast,
in the present study, listeners were asked to evaluate foreign accent, judging the sample
not in relation to a single local variety but in relation to any native variety of the L2. Such
an approach entails that listeners understand what speech characteristics would surface in
nonnative speech versus those that might surface in another native variety of the L2.

On the post-task survey, AMT workers indicated that they did not have difficulty
completing the ratings (M = 83.88/100) and that they had understood the foreign accent
and comprehensibility scales well (M = 93.08 and 93.09, respectively). At the same time,
their open-ended comments suggested that they were sensitive to scaling issues, partic-
ularly with respect to foreign accent. For instance, one worker commented that “it would
be helpful to give an example of each scale step because each listener will give different
ratings depending on their perspective.” Another said, “The foreign accent part needs
some explanation. Since it’s almost a binary answer, the intent isn’t clear.” This comment
in particular signals that our attempts to orient listeners toward nonnative accents on the
foreign accent scale (e.g., by includingwording that assigning the best score indicated that
the speaker could be a native speaker of Spanish) was not entirely successful. Providing
additional files for evaluation at the screening stage along with feedback and/or more
robust scale descriptors could help mitigate these concerns.

Reliability analyses revealed surprisingly few between-group differences. Reliability
coefficients were similar across the board, especially for comprehensibility and fluency,
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and the mixed-effects model and post-hoc comparisons revealed no significant differ-
ences in mean scores. There were, however, two areas where the learner-guided sampling
strategy seemed to outperform the any-dialect strategy. First, Rasch modeling showed
fewer statistically distinct levels of rater severity in the learner-guided group than in the
any-dialect group (4 vs. 6), which could be interpreted as a sign of greater consistency
among raters who were sampled from dialect regions that represented significant sources
of input for the FL speakers included in this study. Second, reliability simulations at a
variety of sample sizes suggested that higher reliability could be obtained for learner-
guided samples, a trend that became more pronounced in the smallest sizes that we
simulated. Yet, this finding deserves qualification for two reasons. First, the learner-
guided sampling strategy could have yielded higher reliability simply because fewer
dialects were sampled, making that group inherently less variable than the any-dialect
group. Second, and to that point, although workers from Argentina, Mexico, and Spain
were recruited at the screening stage and received the study-specific qualification granting
them access to the experimental task, ultimately, most of the workers who completed the
experimental task were from Spain, which could also account for the higher reliability
observed for the learner-guided listener group. Put another way, the learner-guided group
represented a narrow range of Peninsular Spanish dialects. This, coupled with the fact that
approximately half of the speakers reported that they had taken Spanish courses from
instructors who were native speakers of Peninsular Spanish, likely accounts for the
differences between the two sampling strategies. Overall, then, the present findings do
not necessarily show that learner-guided sampling is a superior sampling strategy, but
they do inspire confidence in a variety of approaches to online listener recruitment.
Of course, in addition to reliability, listener sampling practices should be informed by

conceptual considerations. For example, if the goal is to help FL learners communicate
successfully with a specific group of individuals with whom theywill interact in the future
(e.g., when they study or intern abroad), then, to the extent possible, listeners should be
recruited from that group. Future research should test that approach, which might prove
especially useful for upper-level language students who have cultivated a deeper under-
standing of why and with whom they plan on using the L2. Admittedly, targeting a very
specific group of listeners may be difficult through online platforms. For one, the only
geographic filter available in AMT at the time of testing was a country-level filter.
Recruiting individuals from the same country to serve as listeners would likely result
in a narrower range of target varieties, as previously discussed, but it would not guarantee
that all listeners speak the same variety of the target language because there is often
substantial dialectal variation within a single country or region.
In addition to our primary goal of developing a more robust interface and checking the

reliability of the resulting data, our secondary objective was to understand the demo-
graphic characteristics of AMT workers who were nonnative English speakers (in this
case, Spanish speakers). Descriptively, the AMT workers we recruited were bi- or
multilingual individuals with moderate to high proficiency in English who were accus-
tomed to interacting with L2 Spanish speakers in both personal and professional contexts.
For the most part, they were also university-educated; most had completed a 4-year
degree, and many had an advanced degree in their field. It is also clear that listeners were
technologically literate. This group, therefore, represents one important subset of poten-
tial interlocutors that researchers can access online.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DOING ONLINE SPEECH RESEARCH

The findings from this study have implications for doing online speech research. First,
they underscore the necessity of including a screening task, which allows researchers to
validate participants’ work and ensure that they meet inclusion criteria for the study.
Screening data can also provide researchers with insight into parts of the task or interface
that are not functioning properly or that need further clarification. Another advantage of
screening tasks is that they allow the researcher to begin creating a database of vetted
workers who can be authorized to complete similar tasks in the future. The present study
also confirms the utility of implementing a posttask survey to diagnose problems with the
user interface and instructions. For instance, some workers indicated that they had trouble
interpreting the foreign accent scale, which likely contributed to its lower overall
reliability compared with the other two rated dimensions. Based on such feedback, the
task could be updated in a future iteration to make that scale clearer, such as by providing
additional descriptive information, examples, and so on.

As with any study, some aspects of methodology must be specified clearly from the
start, such as participant inclusion and exclusion criteria. In this study, we were fairly
lenient in terms of inclusion criteria: participants had to indicate that they were a native
Spanish speaker and that they were born in a Spanish-speaking country, and they had to
use the rating scales properly when evaluating the sample audio files that were part of the
prescreening task. These criteria were easy to implement through geographic and study-
specific filters. Geographic filters can be useful for recruiting workers from a certain
region, but those filters guarantee only that workers presently reside in that region. Thus, it
is important not tomake assumptions about other demographic characteristics on the basis
of residence (or, more precisely, the location of the user’s IP address). For example, in the
present study, one of the listeners included in the AMT L-Guided group indicated that he
was born in Venezuela but was living in Spain at the time. Although that listener would
undoubtedly be familiar with the characteristics of Peninsular Spanish, it would be
inaccurate to classify him as a native speaker of that variety. Researchers should carefully
consider how they classify workers based on demographic variables such as country of
residence, country of origin, and so on, as well as how they use those variables to compose
listener groups. Worth noting is that AMT offers researchers a variety of flexible options
for implementing other inclusion and exclusion criteria, using both prebuilt AMT filters
(some of which are associated with an additional fee) and in-house/study-specific filters
that researchers can create.

On a related note, in this study, we created a learner-guided group by recruiting
raters from Argentina, Mexico, and Spain. After screening an initial group of raters,
we made the experimental task available to the entire group. The unintended
consequence of this decision was that most of the raters who completed the exper-
imental task were from Spain. Another option would have been to deploy the task
separately to each of those regions, in which case we would have been able to end up
with, for instance, 10 listeners from each country (for an example, see Huensch &
Nagle, 2021). Thus, we recommend that researchers consider whether it would be
necessary and/or advantageous to deploy the experimental task multiple times to
target several different listener groups, leading to a more balanced and representative
listener group. The fact that most AMT L-Guided listeners were from Spain also
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underscores the dynamics of AMT, and, indeed, the dynamism of the AMT userbase.
In some countries, such as Spain, the userbase seems to be quite large, and users
seem to log on and complete tasks quite frequently, whereas in others, it may be
difficult to recruit a sufficient number of workers. What’s more, the userbase is
constantly evolving, as new workers join the platform and existing workers leave
it. It is, therefore, unclear if AMT can be used for more complex, repeated-measures
research designs. Future work should address this topic and should also explore the
utility of AMT for collecting other types of L2 data.
Last but certainly not least, researchers must consider the ethical dimension of online

research, which includes considering who has the means to participate. Clearly, workers
must have access to a device and a reliable Internet connection, which necessarily
excludes a large number of individuals who lack access to one or both. It is also important
to acknowledge that, in many countries, institutional review boards have developed
policies and requirements for doing online research, including policies that specifically
address AMT. For instance, in some cases, researchers may be asked to make participants
aware of the fact that their data may be stored in jurisdictions where governments have
expanded access to personal records such as IP addresses. Finally, one weakness of AMT
is that it does not offer researchers andworkers a convenientmeans of dialoguingwith one
another during the research process. Thismeans that researchersmust be intentional about
including task elements, such as feedback forms, that allow workers to offer suggestions,
voice concerns, and, if necessary, lodge complaints and notify researchers of adverse
effects.

CONCLUSION

Online and distance research methods are becoming increasingly common. Online
research comes with challenges, but it also offers some advantages over an in-person
approach. For one, it can broaden potential participant pools. It also allows researchers
to carry out studies that otherwise would be difficult or impossible to execute. Such is
the case for L2 speech ratings. When there are no local listeners to recruit, either
because there are few local listeners of the L2 or because local listeners do not match
the target group that researchers need for their study, online recruitment and data
collection can be a viable and even desirable alternative. The results of this study show
that online ratings can be as reliable as those collected in person. This study also raises
important questions about how raters should be recruited and how constructs should be
adapted and defined unambiguously in a new research context. Ultimately, these
questions can only be answered in light of other methodological considerations. What
is certain, however, is that online data collection is here to stay and will likely become
more prevalent in an increasingly digital world. Future work should, therefore, repli-
cate the current procedure using a larger number of samples provided by speakers of
varying proficiency before broad conclusions can be reached regarding online speech
rating procedures. It would also be fruitful to explore the extent to which other types of
data (e.g., writing, speech) can be reliably and ethically collected online. In short, there
is far more work to be done in this area, including work targeting crowdsourcing
platforms other than AMT.
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NOTES

1Compared with picture description, where speakers receive a set of images and are tasked with generating
a story to fit what they see, we reasoned that retelling a narrative without having to imagine the plot would level
the playing field in terms of the amount and complexity of content that speakers produced, making the task easier
for the intermediate L2 speakers we included in the study.

2Ten speakers indicated that most of their Spanish teachers had been native speakers. The remaining
13 speakers indicated that throughout primary and secondary school most of their instructors had been native
English speakers whereas in college many, if not all, had been native Spanish speakers. When asked to recall to
the best of their ability the dialects to which they had been exposed, speakers listed the following varieties of
Spanish: Argentinian (n = 20), Peninsular (n = 10), Mexican (n = 9), Puerto Rican (n = 1), and Peruvian (n = 1)
Spanish.

3We chose not to implement any catch trials (e.g., trials in which a low amplitude sound is presented that
would be difficult to detect without the use of headphones in a quiet environment) to confirm that online listeners
were wearing headphones to make the task more efficient. Thus, although we asked online listeners to use
headphones, we cannot verify that they did so. Even if they opted not to use headphones, it seems unlikely that
failure to do sowould have a significant impact on results because speech ratings have been reliably collected in a
group setting where some ambient noise is likely to be present.
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